IF YOU HAVE CANCER, MISSING TREATMENTS IS RISKY.

STAY ON TRACK.

WE DID!

FIND OUT HOW TO PROTECT YOUR HEALTH DURING YOUR TREATMENT AT PREVENTCANCERINFECTIONS.ORG

CAROLYN
Breast Cancer Survivor

APRIL
Breast Cancer Survivor

CHRIS
Melanoma Survivor

This resource was made possible through a CDC Foundation partnership with Amgen Oncology.
IF YOU HAVE CANCER, MISSING TREATMENTS IS RISKY.

STAY ON TRACK.

I DID!

- APRIL
Breast Cancer Survivor

FIND OUT HOW TO PROTECT YOUR HEALTH DURING YOUR TREATMENT AT
PREVENTCANCERINFECTIONS.ORG

This resource was made possible through a CDC Foundation partnership with Amgen Oncology.
IF YOU HAVE CANCER, MISSING TREATMENTS IS RISKY.

STAY ON TRACK.

I DID!

- CHRIS

Melanoma Survivor

FIND OUT HOW TO PROTECT YOUR HEALTH DURING YOUR TREATMENT AT

PREVENTCANCERINFECTIONS.ORG

This resource was made possible through a CDC Foundation partnership with Amgen Oncology.
IF YOU HAVE CANCER, MISSING TREATMENTS IS RISKY.
STAY ON TRACK.
I DID!

- CAROLYN
Breast Cancer Survivor

FIND OUT HOW TO PROTECT YOUR HEALTH DURING YOUR TREATMENT AT
PREVENTCANCERINFECTIONS.ORG

This resource was made possible through a CDC Foundation partnership with Amgen Oncology.